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Perlick Adds Clear-Transition White and Blue LED Interior Lighting to all
Signature Series Models
MILWAUKEE – Perlick, a leader in luxury undercounter refrigeration, today
announced that all 15-, 24-, and 48-inch Signature Series models now include
clear-transition interior lighting as a standard feature. With just the flip of a switch,
the light inside Perlick’s Signature Series units can be transformed from the fresh
glow of crisp white to a stylish, cool blue LED (light-emitting diode) interior lighting.
“Perlick’s Signature Series line of undercounter refrigeration offers unmatched
options and industry exclusive features,” states Jeff Wimberly, Vice President of
Sales for Perlick’s Residential Products. “The new, standard availability of cleartransition white and blue LED interior lighting in every Signature Series model
provides customers with more options while adding to Perlick’s luxurious design
aesthetic.”
In addition to clear-transition white and blue interior lighting in each unit, Perlick’s
renowned Signature Series line of undercounter refrigeration also includes the
following industry exclusive features:

Perlick’s Signature Series 24” Wine
Reserve shown with the new standard
feature of clear-transition interior
lighting: With just the flip of a switch,
the light inside Perlick’s Signature
Series units can be transformed from a
stylish, cool blue to the fresh glow of
crisp white.

• Front-vented RAPIDcool™ forced-air refrigeration system circulates cool air,
chilling room temperature product placed inside the unit in under 30 minutes –
the fastest in the industry
• Whisper-quiet variable speed compressor uses half the energy of a standard
compressor
• Adjustable full-extension pull-out shelves and easy-gliding drawers with
stainless steel ball bearing glides ensure smooth usage
• High quality vinyl-coated grid shelving for optimal airflow ensures that airflow is
not blocked and the temperatures throughout the unit are consistent
• Three-year warranty plus an additional three years on the sealed system
provides the best warranty in the industry
• Perlick’s pioneering standard feature of commercial-grade stainless steel
interiors and exteriors are durable, attractive, easy to clean, and resistant to
odors, stains and mold
Perlick’s new crisp white and cool blue LED interior lights are also a new feature of the recently launched
Signature Series 24” Dual-Zone undercounter refrigerators. As the industry’s first indoor and outdoor 24” units to
feature two independently controlled temperature zones within the same unit, the new line includes a 24” DualZone Refrigerator/Freezer Drawers, a 24” Dual-Zone Refrigerator/Wine Reserve, and a 24” Dual-Zone Wine
Reserve. All units are UL rated for outdoor use, including units configured with glass doors.
Visit www.perlick.com to learn more and to locate a dealer.
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ABOUT PERLICK
Family owned since 1917, Perlick’s award-winning, luxury residential product line features indoor and outdoor
undercounter refrigerators, wine reserves, freezers, freezer and refrigerated drawers, ice makers, and beer
dispensers. A Milwaukee, Wisconsin, based manufacturer, Perlick is dedicated to providing innovative, quality
customizable food and beverage storage and serving solutions.
To learn more, visit www.perlick.com or call 800-558-5592.
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